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FIREWISE COMMUNITIES/USA®
The Firewise Communities/USA® (www.firewise.org) program is designed to provide a
collaborative and effective management approach for preserving the natural environment
while pro-actively addressing the issue of wildfires. Retaining aesthetic views and protecting
wildlife habitats are the values of the residents who live in Firewise Communities/USA®. The
Firewise program is appealing and effective because it may be tailored for adoption by any
community and/or neighborhood that is committed to ensuring its citizens maximum
protection from wildland fire.
The following community wildfire hazard assessment is intended as a resource to be used by
the citizens of the Salmon Mine/East Sages (SMES) area for creating and maintaining a Firewise
Community. This community wildfire hazard assessment is designed to give a brief description
of the area for basic understanding to community residents of both minor and significant fire
hazards. A simple plan should be developed from the information in this hazard assessment
and should be implemented in a collaborative manner and monitored and updated annually as
needed to suit the community and progress made on the goals set in the plan. By continuing to
keep a community focus on wildfire hazard mitigation, the community will ensure that their
efforts to attain the goal of the SMES to become a nationally recognized Firewise
Community/USA® becomes a reality.
The Firewise Community wildfire hazard assessment was conducted in April 2018 by: Jo Ann
Fites-Kaufman, Fire Scientist; Joanne Drummond, Executive Director, Fire Safe Council of
Nevada County; Tom Browning, Battalion Chief, North San Juan Fire Protection District; Peter
Beesley, PG & E; Julie Martin, Fire Mitigation Specialist of Mother Lode District, Bureau of Land
Management; and Pat Leach, Salmon Mine/East Sages Firewise Community. The community
was reviewed and assessed by Sean Griffis, Battalion Chief, CAL FIRE in May 2018.
During the assessment and development of this report, members of the group provided input
on how to best identify and mitigate the fire risks to individual homes and BLM parcels in the
neighborhood.
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COMMUNITY, HISTORY AND FUEL HAZARD
AREA DESCRIPTION
The SMES is located to the north of Tyler Foote Road, in the North San Juan Fire Protection
District, in unincorporated Nevada County. It includes approximately 380 acres, 36 parcels, of
which 17 are “improved“ (improvement value >$10,000), encompassing the area between the
canyon of the Middle Fork Yuba on the north, Tyler Foote Road on the south, Badger Diggings
on the east, and Ananda Community on the west. It includes three BLM parcels and is bisected
by a major PG & E transmission line, and fiber optics cable serving Allegany and Downieville, the
county seat of Sierra County.
Legal description: T17N, R8E, sec 1 & 2 and T18N, R8E, sec 35 & 36.
The community lies on a variety of flat and moderate, mostly south and east facing, terrain.
Eastern portions of the area are comprised of dissected topography from historic hydraulic
mining. Road infrastructure is the only current effective fuel break for the entire community.
Some landscape fuel reduction has been accomplished in isolated areas but not enough to alter
fire behavior. There has been vegetation clearance within portions of the PG & E transmission
line but not on the BLM parcels. There has been some recent fuel clearance along Sages Road in
the southern BLM parcel but the remainder of the BLM parcels contains dense Manzanita, old
bearclover, heavy ladder fuels and dense forests in many areas. Fire hazard reduction should be
a high priority for the community around homes, along the roads, in all portions of the PG & E
transmission corridor, and in the BLM parcels that are large areas that would contribute to high
fire intensity and rapid spread throughout the neighborhood. These roads are identified in the
North San Juan Community Fire Protection Plan and Nevada County Community Fire Protection
Plans as important secondary evacuation routes.
Within the SMES there is varied infrastructure, with the primary access road paved, a pond on
the Leach property that can be used for drafting, and overhead power and communication
lines.
The vegetation is a mixture of montane hardwood-conifer forest and Ponderosa Pine/chaparral
with inclusions of Douglas fir and Ponderosa pine. There are extensive areas of old, tall
manzanita and dense scotch broom. The recent drought affected numerous trees, weakening
their resistance to bark beetle, a fungal disease in pine trees known as western gall rust, and
another fungal blight on numerous Madrones.
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The forest canopy in the untreated areas is very dense, with crowns touching, creating an upper
layer of continuous fuel and un-healthy forest conditions. Also, in the untreated areas the
understory vegetation is continuous, setting up a hazardous situation for catastrophic wildfire
potential for the neighborhood and surrounding areas. Litter and other dead surface fuel
loading is high. Litter depths often exceed 3 inches in depth. Fuel levels were measured, and
potential fire behavior was modeled for the BLM parcels as part of the recent ‘Inimim Forest
Plan Revision (http://yubawatershedinstitute.org/inimim-forest-web-map).
Average annual precipitation is approximately 55 inches, which falls mainly from November to
April. Snow is common in most winters; although, it normally melts within a few days after
falling. Summers are warm and dry with low humidity, lowering fuel moisture throughout the
season. Late summer and autumn can bring “foehn” winds, similar to the famous Santa Ana
winds of southern California. A high-pressure area building behind a passing weather front sets
up days and nights of incessant strong wind blowing from the northeast. Relative humidity can
be as low as 5% with little to no nighttime recovery.
The area has had a history of wildfires nearby. In the Fall of 2017, the neighborhood was under
an Evacuation Watch during the Pleasant Fire. In December 2011, an explosive morning fire,
named the Salmon Fire, occurred at the north-end of the neighborhood.

Salmon Fire
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MAP OF FIREWISE COMMUNITY
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FIRE AND LAND USE HISTORY
Fire History
We know from vegetation studies and fire history research, as well as old documents and
journals, the vegetation in this area today is quite different than it was prior to the Gold Rush.
Pre-Gold Rush the forest was much less dense, with larger trees separated by sunny openings.
There were more open, grass and shrub areas than today. Before the Gold Rush, the area was
maintained in an open, park-like condition by Native American periodic burning and natural
fires.
(http://evergreenmagazine.com/web/Thomas_C_Blackburn_and_Kat_Anderson_.html) (For
more information read Fire in the Sierra Nevada Forests, by George Gruell).
The dominant species – ponderosa pine, sugar pine, California black oak, Douglas-fir, incensecedar, manzanita and Ceanothus – have evolved for thousands of years along with periodic fire.
Our Mediterranean climate, with cool, wet winters and warm, dry summers, has also played a
role in the adaptations of these species.
The best example is ponderosa pine, which promotes fires in its vicinity by producing and
shedding flammable needles that lie loosely on the ground beneath the trees, as well as on the
competing vegetation below. This material dries rapidly and burns readily, producing enough
heat to kill any encroaching competitors. At the same time ponderosa pine protects itself from
the effects of fire by producing large buds, thick bark and an open canopy. Its rapid growth rate
allows ponderosa pine to quickly grow above the competing plants and most of the effects of
surface fires. Fire scar studies have shown many ponderosa pines have survived dozens of fires
over centuries.
A fire regime is a combination of intensity and periodicity of fire. The fire regime in this area
originally consisted of low to moderate intensity fires burning every 5 to 20 years on average,
maintaining the pre-settlement forests in an open and park-like condition, as noted in early
historic journals and photographs. The frequent fire interval kept forest undergrowth from
building up to the dangerous condition we see today. During the Gold Rush era land use
practices greatly modified the vegetation and fire regime. After the start of the 20 th century fire
suppression efforts became more organized, better funded and benefitted from improving
knowledge and technology, such as aircraft, chemical retardants and bulldozers. This allowed
great success in fire suppression efforts and improved public safety. Unfortunately, these
successes led to a buildup in forest fuels never experienced in this region. In our local climate
the accumulation of vegetation (i.e., fuel) greatly exceeds the decomposition rate. This leads to
an incessant annual buildup in fuel loading. As a result, recent fires have become more difficult
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to control, and, combined with the increase in population in the Sierra Nevada foothills, more
threatening to life and property.
The fire regime cannot be returned to its original conditions. Fuels, however, can be modified
through many available methods. Each landowner is responsible for fuel management on their
property, and annual maintenance in defensible space and along roads. If all landowners
actively reduce fuel levels and flammability, wildfires burning in the area will be easier to
control and result in less property and environmental damage. We can no longer expect the fire
protection agencies to save our homes without our own contributions to fuel management.

Land Use History
Like most of western Nevada County this area was utilized for mining as well as timber
harvesting since early settlement. The original forests were logged off during periodic entries
from the late 19th to middle 20th centuries. Each subsequent interval allowed forest
regeneration to fill in the openings, leading to the current dense forest condition, with more
understory vegetation. These changes, in combination with the increase in people and homes
within the watershed, have created a fire hazard situation of grave concern for many residents
and fire protection professionals.

LAND OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Some landowners in the SMES area have cleared the underbrush and pruned trees, breaking up
the fuel continuity and reducing total fuel load. This has somewhat improved fire safety within
the community, but more must be done in order to alter catastrophic wildfire potential in the
community.
There is a total of 36 parcels in the SMES, three of these are BLM managed public lands. There
are 13 parcels with structures including residences and several businesses. A large
manufacturing business with 24 employees and global sales, RCD Engineering, Inc. is on a 42
acre parcel partially zoned for light industrial.

Undeveloped Parcels and BLM
The BLM parcels and several undeveloped parcels pose a high threat since they occur along the
primary roads that bisect the SMES that are identified in community fire protection plans
(County and North San Juan Fire Protection District) as important fire access and evacuation
routes. The condition of these parcels pose a high threat when interspersed among developed
home sites in the community if the vegetation is not managed.
The BLM parcels have high fuel loading throughout. They have been identified as occurring in a
Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) area by BLM and recognized as a high priority for fuel reduction
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in the Revised ‘Inimim Forest Plan. It is recommended that the SMES work with BLM to
prioritize and accelerate fuel treatment on these parcels for community protection.

Developed Parcels
Some residents have cleared their 100 feet of defensible space as required under California
Public Resource Code 4291. Others have not and would benefit from community education
events and Defensible Space Advisory visits to understand how to achieve and maintain
effective defensible space.
Some residents are unable to achieve their 100 feet of defensible space as required under
California Public Resource Code 4291 due to home site placement and the adjacent property
boundary ownership. The assessment team recommends neighbors work together to achieve
the required 100 feet of managed vegetation around homes to provide the best chance it well
be able to stand on its own in the event fire personnel are not available to protect it. The
County of Nevada recently adopted a hazardous vegetation management ordinance which
provides policy to address undeveloped properties as they affect defensible space of neighbors.
A high priority should be placed on achieving additional vegetation management for wildfire
mitigation.
A number of the residents have large water storage tanks and there is a private pond with
water available for drafting during fire emergencies. The assessment team recommends that
the SMES assemble a map of these water resources and provide it to the North San Juan Fire
Department.
Several of the parcels are large, greater than 10 acres. High fuel loading throughout these larger
parcels creates a fuel hazard for the entire neighborhood. Some residents have been able to
pay to clear most of their property. Others have successfully obtained Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP) grants to
incrementally reduce fuel hazard. The assessment team recommends that the community work
together to share what has been successful for them individually and help other neighbors
access approaches that will work for them. If numerous landowners are willing to engage in the
EQIP program, applications should be consolidated with a cover letter stating the formation of
the Firewise Community and collaboration for a larger scale shaded fuel break, as it may place a
higher priority for these applications for cost share assistance.
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FUEL HAZARD AND FIRE RISK
Fuel Hazard
Fuel loading is mostly very high and continuous throughout the SMES and surrounding
landscape area. In the CAL FIRE fire severity hazard maps, it is all mapped as very high hazard
and risk. Forests and shrublands are dense and continuous, with conditions that can result in
crown fires and high resistance to control by firefighters. The CAL FIRE wildfire severity hazard
map for this and surrounding areas is shown below. The red areas denote very high hazard. All
of this community and most of the surrounding area is designated as very high hazard. Some
areas to the west are high (yellow) because they burned in past fires, temporarily reducing fuel
loads and hazard.

Figure 1. Portion of the CAL FIRE fire severity hazard map that includes this area. For the full extent of the map for
the county and description of categories and methods, see
http://www.fire.ca.gov/fire_prevention/fire_prevention_wildland_zones_maps.

Recently, the fuels and fire potential were inventoried and assessed by the Yuba Watershed
Institute (YWI) on the BLM parcels in this neighborhood and other areas comprising the ‘Inimim
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Forest. Dead and live surface fuel loads were very high, and the likelihood of crown fire was
very high in late summer and early fall peak fire season conditions. Tall and old manzanita and
bearclover, and numerous tree seedlings and small tree-saplings contribute to potential high
surface fire behavior and likely laddering into a crown fire in many areas. In the graph below, it
shows that flame lengths are predicted to exceed 50 feet with winds as low as 8 miles per hour.

Figure 2. Graph of NEXUS runs representing potential crown fire in mixed conifer (mcn): A=high load; B=moderate
load; C=thin and pile; and D=pile and burn. Copied from the Revised ‘Inimim Forest Plan Analysis Report (prepared
by J. Fites-Kaufman for the Yuba Watershed Institute, January 30, 2018).

Forest Health
As a result of previous land uses and subsequent residential development, most of the trees
within the SMES are 150 years old or less. Most of the black oak and canyon live oak have
multiple stems, indicating that they grew from stump sprouts following tree cutting or fires.
The most important threat to forest health observed within the SMES, along with potential
wildfire, is tree overcrowding, especially small to medium sized trees. These trees at times may
provide a good visual screen, however, due to the root competition with the large overstory
trees, they have a detrimental effect on the larger pines, Douglas-firs and oaks. They also create
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a tremendously flammable ladder fuel situation that should be mitigated by thinning and
pruning.
Some of the ponderosa pines appear to be suffering from chronic stress, possibly due to root
disturbance or overcrowding by smaller trees. Ponderosa pine is a shade intolerant tree and
requires space around the canopy to remain healthy and resistant to diseases and insects.
When growing in an overcrowded situation pines are in competition for the limited resources of
the site (i.e. water, soil nutrients and sunlight). During droughts, bark beetle (Dendroctonus spp.
and Ips spp.) populations build up and can devastate weakened and healthy pines alike.
Thinning by removing the smaller, suppressed trees can greatly extend the life of the large,
dominant trees.
The level of tree parasites observed within the area is moderate to low. The most important
parasite observed during the Firewise Assessment was Western gall rust (Peridermium
harknessii). In the Sierra Nevada foothills Western gall rust attacks only ponderosa pines. This
endemic rust fungus infects growing tips of pines in the spring with a ball-like swelling occurring
the following year. Normally not a significant threat to the health of the host tree, in large
numbers the vigor of the tree can be reduced, allowing other agents to attack the host.
Individual pines have varying levels of resistance to the rust. The most susceptible trees
become obvious after severe infections begin to affect their health. These trees should be
considered for removal as they can attract bark beetles or deteriorate further creating a hazard
to structures and people from collapse. Before removal, have the trees assessed by a
Registered Professional Forester or a CAL FIRE forester.
Standing dead trees, also called snags, can be a fire hazard if they occur near structures or
access roads. In other locations they are valuable wildlife habitat elements. Woodpeckers
excavate cavities for nesting in the decaying wood and are followed in subsequent years by
secondary cavity nesters, such as chickadees and nuthatches. Many insects live in the wood and
bark of dead trees, providing a food source for foraging birds. Snags are essential habitat
features and should be retained where they do not pose a threat to structures, access roads or
fuel breaks.

Invasive Species
Many areas in the community have infestations of Scotch and Spanish broom. These species
are highly flammable and invasive and are non-native to California. It displaces native and
beneficial vegetation and forms dense stands which impede movement of wildlife and degrades
habitat. Broom varieties reproduces by seed and seeds are viable for up to 80 years. One
shrub can produce literally thousands of seeds after only two years of growth. Seeds may be
transported over long distances by animals, humans, water and vehicles. Broom varieties can
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tolerate a wide variety of environmental and soil conditions. Due to the dense thickets and
highly flammable nature of the plants, it creates a serious fire hazard in terms of understory
ladder fuels and can quickly spread a ground fire into tree canopies. The Assessment Team
highly recommends residents be educated and encouraged to monitor their property for these
species and to remove broom from their land to avoid major infestations.
Some of the neighbors have participated in the Fire Safe Council’s Scotch Broom Challenges but
have had little success in recruiting work party volunteers from the overall community. It is
recommended that the SMES educate all neighbors on the importance of reducing Scotch
broom to reduce fire hazard. A number of neighbors have heavily invested time and money to
reduce Scotch broom on their property and along Sages Road. The treatments require
maintenance and a plan to continually reduce the hazard throughout the community is needed.
Recently, the AmeriCorps Team sponsored by the Fire Safe Council of Nevada County cleared
Scotch broom along Sages Road in the BLM parcel in collaboration with BLM and the Yuba
Watershed Institute. Many neighbors noticed and were appreciative. This effort can serve as an
example for discussion with the neighbors in SMES.

Fire Risk
Fire risk is the likelihood that fires will start and spread. Throughout most of California and in
the Sierra Nevada, fires tend to be started by humans, especially along roads. With high fuel
levels in most parts of the Sierra Nevada, these human-ignited fires can start unwanted, highintensity fires.
Although population density is low in this neighborhood and surrounding area, there is an
extensive road network that gives people access to the area. There have been numerous fires in
the vicinity that started along roads in the past 20 years. This includes several fires that have
tarted in the Ananda community to the west, along Highway 49 that have burned toward this
area with the prevailing southwest winds, and in the South Yuba River Canyon to the south.
The neighborhood is also bisected by a PG&E transmission line. PG&E is taking increased
measures to mitigate this risk, but it is not possible to eliminate all of the risk. In the following
sections on emergency preparedness and fire mitigations, reducing this risk is addressed.
There have been several illegal campsites and trailers on the BLM parcels throughout the past
25 years. These have posed a fire risk, because they have included unpermitted dwellings with
woodstoves and campfires used during times of fire restrictions. The neighbors have worked
with BLM to remove these illegal camps and dwellings but reducing fuels and posting fire
restriction signs would help reduce the associated risk.
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IMPROVING FIRE PREPARDNESS, REDUCING FIRE HAZARD AND RISK
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS & EVACUATION
The assessment team recommends that individual families develop an emergency evacuation
kit and plan in order to properly prepare well in advance of an evacuation order. An emergency
evacuation planning guide is available online at: http://www.areyoufiresafe.com/get-firesmart/emergency-preparedness/
The assessment team also recommends that families
register their cell phones for emergency notifications
with the Nevada County Office of Emergency Services
(OES.) In order to be notified by the CodeRED via
your cable service phone line, cell phone, cell phone
text messaging, and email, residents will need to
manually add their information. Go to the Nevada
County OES website at:
http://www.mynevadacounty.com/nc/igs/oes/ and
look for the CodeRED link.
Though all Emergency Notification systems are
considered effective and efficient, you should not
wait for or rely exclusively on a phone call for
evacuation direction. If you think you are in immediate danger, do not hesitate to evacuate.
The roads in the community are a mixture of county and privately maintained. The roadway
surfaces are either asphalt or gravel and in good condition except Sages Road going north.
However, roadside vegetation management varies from good to poor. The assessment team
highly recommends the community achieve the standards for emergency equipment access
which is 10 feet of horizontal vegetation management along the shoulder with a 15-foot
vertical clearance along all private roads. This standard also applies to private driveways.
Providing adequate roadside vegetation management is critical for not only emergency
equipment access, but also to facilitate evacuation by residents during a wildfire event. The
hazard assessment team strongly recommends the community explore the potential for
developing turn-outs to provide for two-way traffic during a wildfire event.
Additional benefits of creating the proper clearances include providing better sight distances
for vehicles, reducing the overall fuel loading in the community and allowing fire suppression
equipment to enter while residents exit.
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Recently, Nevada County enacted the Nevada County Hazard Abatement Ordinance - Sec. GIV 7.3. This requires that
Hazardous vegetation and combustible materials within one hundred (100) feet of a
structure (or greater as determined by the Local Fire Official) or along roadways that
serve as primary ingress and egress routes, is hereby declared to be a public
nuisance that may be abated in accordance with this Article, and by any other means
available by law.
Along secondary county roads that serve as important fire access and evacuation, a roadside
buffer of 75 feet is recommended. This applies to Sages and Salmon Mine Roads.

FUELS and RISK MANAGEMENT
Best Practices to Reduce Fuels
There has been some good fire hazard reduction work completed by landowners within SMES;
however, it is not consistent throughout the community. Additional landscape treatments, as
well as effective defensible space, are needed to change fire behavior in the community.
In addition to reduced fire hazard for the property, the benefits of this work include:
o Reduced fire hazards for neighboring properties – the condition of each parcel can
affect the fire hazard on adjacent parcels
o More aesthetically pleasing landscapes – to closely resemble early historic conditions
o Better long-term health of residual trees and shrubs – remaining plants experience less
stress from root and sunlight competition
o Improved wildlife habitats – forests more closely resemble historic conditions and
vigorous vegetation for better foraging
o Increase in plant diversity – more sunlight to the ground will improve growth of new
wildflowers and grasses
o Ability to secure and maintain homeowners’ insurance policies
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An example of good fuel
mitigation in front of a
house

The goal of fuel management is to reduce the intensity and rate of spread of an approaching
wildfire and reduce the potential of single-structure fire developing into a larger wildfire.
Fires can be classified into three types:
o Ground fires burn along the ground, moving slowly, with low heat output. Many times,
they only smolder. These fires pose the lowest danger and are carried primarily by leaf
litter or mowed, dry grass.
o Surface fires burn along the ground with greater intensity and can move rapidly. They
can cause significant damage to structures as well as trees and shrubs. They are carried
by leaf litter, dry grasses that have not been grazed or mowed, twigs, branches, small
shrubs and trees and downed logs. Surface fires can kill large, mature trees by girdling,
crown desiccation or root damage.
o Crown fires burn from the ground to the tops of the trees. These are by far the most
destructive and dangerous fires. A crown fire cannot be sustained without a high
intensity surface fire feeding convective and radiant heat into the tree canopy. Large
quantities of fuel on the ground combined with ladder fuels lead to catastrophic crown
fires.
The factors that determine which type of fire will occur include some that we have no control
over (such as weather) and others that we can manipulate with fuel management. We can
easily predict which type of fire will occur in an area by evaluating the existing fuel.
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Factors we have no control over:
o Topography – Heat rises, so fires burn hotter up slopes. The steeper the slope the
hotter and faster a fire will burn. Gullies can channel hot gasses and fire, causing a
“chimney” effect. Consider these factors when selecting a building site and in fuel
reduction projects.
o Atmospheric conditions – humidity, ambient temperature, wind speed and direction.
Our prevailing winds come from the southwest, therefore, most of our fires burn toward
the northeast. Primarily in the autumn dry, hot winds can blow day and night, out of the
northeast (Santa Ana winds). These winds, with accompanying low humidity cause the
most dangerous fires.
o Fuel moisture content – without irrigation, this factor is dependent on the atmospheric
conditions. Small diameter fuels (pine needles, dry grass) can change moisture content
in a matter of hours. Larger fuels (logs) may take days or weeks to significantly change in
moisture content.

The 49’er Fire in 1988 burned 33,000 acres in Western Nevada County.
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Factors we can manipulate:
Fuel is anything available for combustion – in our case vegetation, live or dead.
o Amount of fuel – more fuel equals greater fire intensity and rate of spread
o Type of fuels – size, structure, arrangement, flammability (natural oils) all affect fire
behavior and can be targeted for manipulation
o Continuity of fuels - horizontally – patchy or continuous and vertically – ladder fuels vs.
open layer between ground and canopy
Planning fuel management should consider various zones surrounding the structures. Utilizing
these zones helps set priorities and bring into focus where the greatest hazards exist.
Home Ignition Zone includes the first 10 feet surrounding structures. Fuels in this zone
frequently lead to ignition of structures. Keep fuel to a minimum, including live plants, wood
piles, and patio furniture. Well irrigated, low growing plants are suitable within the Home
Ignition zone. This provides a moist, green layer close to structures that is difficult to ignite.
Avoid plants with natural oils (such as junipers) or with heavy dry leaf and twig accumulation as
they are more flammable.
A Guide of suitable plants for Western Nevada County is available from the Fire Safe Council of
Nevada County.

Good example of hardscape and Firewise
landscaping in the home ignition zone.
Recommend patrolling this zone periodically
during fire season to be sure leaves or pine
needles have not accumulated near the
structures.

Defensible Space Zone is the first 30 feet from
structures. This zone can include irrigated
landscaping or properly maintained native
vegetation.
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Reduced Fuel Zone includes the area at least 100 feet from structures, sometimes greater
where steep slopes occur. This area can be maintained in native vegetation provided that it is
periodically managed to minimize the fire danger.
In managing fuels, the most obvious thing to do is reduce the overall amount of fuel. In a forest
situation this can be done by removing ground fuels by cutting, raking, burning or chipping. This
method also reduces the continuity of fuels, creating a patchy situation. Thinning overcrowded
forests separates the canopies of adjacent trees and will reduce the continuity of fuels.
Thinning also improves the health and growth rate of the trees retained. Pruning of the trees
will reduce the quantity of fuel and affect the vertical continuity of fuels. Pruning trees to 10
feet (no more than ½ the total height though) can greatly reduce the ladder fuels when
combined with thinning and ground fuel removal.
Mowing or grazing the grass to less than 4 inches high will greatly reduce fire intensity and rate
of spread. Not every square foot needs to be cut to 4 inches. Strategically placed islands of
taller grass or wildflowers provide cover, feeding and nesting opportunities for wildlife,
particularly if in proximity to water.

BLM – ‘Inimim Forest Plan
The ‘Inimim Forest is approximately 2,000 acres of U. S. Department of the Interior Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) land, consisting of 12 non-contiguous parcels and located north of the
South Yuba River in northwest Nevada County, California. Two of the parcels occur in the SMES.
In 1995, the Yuba Watershed Institute collaborated with BLM to develop a management plan.
In 2018, a revised plan was developed with a focus on sustainable vegetation restoration and
management, and improved fire safety for the local community.
The two parcels in the SMES are identified as the Sages and Badger Diggings Parcels. These
have been identified as priorities for fuel hazard reduction and ecological restoration because
of their proximity to Sages and Salmon Mine Roads, the PG&E transmission line and adjacent
homes.

Reducing Fire Risk to Homes from Embers
Even with the best individual Home Ignition Zones providing fire protection, a wildfire in the
area will create a significant amount of firebrands (burning embers) which may ignite
vegetation and structures. These embers, carried by wind, can pelt your property well ahead of
the main fire front, potentially causing numerous spot fires. These tiny firebrands may
represent the most significant threat of fire within the community.
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Embers directed at a home to test effects on structures

Embers during a wildfire
The embers emulate a military artillery barrage and not only threaten homes but the forest
landscape if sufficient vegetation management does not limit the fuel available for the fire to
consume. The majority of homes that burn in a wildfire are not consumed by crown fires but
are consumed from ember intrusion on the structure. If a single home in this community was to
ignite by firebrands during a wildfire, it would place the surrounding homes and watershed at
risk. In order to greatly reduce the ignitability of homes in the community, residents should
inspect roofs, decks and the immediate ground surrounding these structures (within 10 feet)
for fine fuels. Remember – fuels may be non-vegetative and include items such as furniture,
door mats, brooms, and decorative items such as baskets and planters. Any fuels found in this
area should be removed regularly in order to reduce the potential of a firebrand ignition. The
goal of removing the fine fuels from within ten feet of the structures is to help stop firebrands
from triggering a structure ignition from items immediately adjacent to the home.

Firebrand testing on various
decking material products. For
more information visit:
http://firecenter.berkeley.edu/

The SMES is interspersed amongst the forest. Trees are expected and appreciated around
homes. Hardening structures from ember intrusion will increase their survivability in the event
of a wildfire and subsequent fire branding in the community. Results from the 1961 BelairBrentwood Fire found that 95 percent of the structures that survived maintained 30-60 feet of
clearance and had non-flammable roofs. Although wood shake roofs are not present in the
community, roof maintenance is an ongoing issue to homes everywhere. All roof types may
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ignite if allowed to accumulate flammable material under overhangs, in gutters and other
complex areas of the roof. These materials are easily ignited by firebrands and may put the
entire home at risk, which in turn places the entire community at risk. These materials are also
easily mitigated by sweeping or blowing off and will greatly reduce the potential for home
ignition.
Some structures have wood siding or wood construction features. Wood tends to stand up
fairly well to radiant heat, although it can ignite when flames or super-heated air (convection)
heat comes into direct contact with it. In the event this flammable material ignites, it would
move to the structure and ignite it. In order to mitigate for this type of siding, residents must
ensure that direct flame contact cannot occur. Residents should set a high priority to remove
highly flammable and dead vegetation within a minimum of 10 feet from the house. Residents
should consider boxing in the eaves of the home for increased protection from firebrand
intrusion. Other flammable material such as coconut door mats and deck furniture should also
be removed from this area during fire season. Landscaping should be well irrigated if located
within the 10 feet directly adjacent to the structures.
Privacy screening is a common issue in most
communities. Vegetative screens that use
native trees or brush such as cedars or
manzanita for privacy from neighbors or the
roadways should be thinned and pruned in
order to reduce the risk of ignition and fire
spread. Removing the smaller trees in these
areas will also promote growth in the larger
trees that are less susceptible to fire and
enhance overall forest health. When
vegetative screens are incorporated, the use
of more fire-resistant trees such as black oak
may be used. Another way to mitigate the
fire risk associated with privacy screening
residents desire is to break up the horizontal
and vertical continuity of the screening by
placing clumps of vegetation to provide
strategic visual barriers.
To reduce ignition potential to structures, it is
highly recommended to store heat wood fuel,
construction and other flammable materials at
least 30 feet from all structures. Roofs require
maintenance throughout the year for proper
drainage and fire safety.
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Or consider planting ornamental vegetative screens with Firewise plants such as English laurel
or photinia. A free Firewise Plant Guide is available from the Fire Safe Council specifically for
western Nevada County.
Some homes in the community utilize wood as a source of heat. One of the fire risks associated
with using this type of fuels to heat homes is that the wood needs to be stored somewhere.
Some of the wood here is stored next to homes or other structures. Wood piles are highly
flammable, hence their use for heat fuel, and burn for extensive periods of time. During the
fire season, all wood piles should be stored at least 30 feet from all structures, covered with a
fire rated tarp, or stored in a building with fire rated roofing. Wood fuel pellets should be
treated in the same manner as natural firewood.
Decks help residents enjoy the natural environment as living space. However, they pose a
significant fire threat to the home if not properly maintained. Remember – if it is attached to
the house, it is part of the house. Many decks have accumulations of flammable materials both
on and underneath them. If this material was ignited by a firebrand, it would easily ignite the
deck and then the house. All decks should be kept free of flammable material, both above and
below, in order to reduce the threat of a firebrand ignition. Where feasible, decks should be
screened with a 1/8-inch metal mesh screening in order to reduce the amount of firebrand
impingement and flammable material build up. Stairs may also be screened in the same
manner. A piece of metal flashing between the deck and the house will also reduce the
exposure from firebrands.
Another consideration for decks, entry ways or other wooden walkways is outdoor furniture
décor and their potential source of firebrand ignitions. Outdoor furniture cushions are very
flammable. These cushions can ignite and put the entire structure at risk. It is advised to store
such items when not in use. This goes for anything flammable including door mats, brooms,
umbrellas, etc.
Inadequately screened vents are a main source of firebrand ignition potential. By using a 1/8inch metal mesh screen on all home vents, homeowners will greatly reduce the firebrand
access to their structures. This standard is now California building code within the Wildland
Urban Interface (most all of Nevada County) for new home construction.
Double paned windows (with one tempered glass) provide a better heat shield than single pane
windows. Using this type of window provides increased insulation from the outside elements
and benefits the home through associated energy savings as well as increased fire safety.
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Power Lines
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) has power distribution lines and easements through the
community and actively addresses
vegetation management within these
corridors to avoid arching of vegetation on
the lines which may cause a wildfire.
Vegetation growing in the community has
the potential to intersect communication
and power lines. Consideration should be
given to working with Pacific Gas &Electric
Company (PG&E) to avoid power
interruptions and wildfire ignitions by
supporting their utility tree maintenance
programs. PG&E is required by law to
maintain specific vegetation clearances
away from high voltage power lines and
other high voltage distribution lines
commonly found along roadways (see figure
at right).

Example of communication lines
impacted by vegetation growth.
Residents should be educated (1) about the
importance of removing vegetation that could grow
into roadside power lines before they become too
large for easy removal. Pruning trees next to power
lines can be dangerous. Unqualified tree workers
put their lives in jeopardy without specialized
training or the proper insulated tools required to
work near high voltage power lines. Hiring an
unqualified tree contractor could put a contractor
and homeowner at a significant liability risk, should
a worker be injured or killed while performing work.
There are a number of trees that have been topped to avoid coming in contact with the power
lines that eventually succumb to this treatment and perish. Continual trimming of trees is paid
1

See PG&E Tree Maintenance Program and other safety information at
http://www.pge.com/mybusiness/customerservice/otherrequests/treetrimming/ or by calling
1-800-PGE-5000
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for by rate payers in the community and therefore they have a vested interest in working with
the power company.

RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Educate the community about the overstocked forest – more tree thinning is needed for
forest health. There is potential for bark beetles to kill trees due to the current drought
conditions and reducing the overall number of trees on the landscape will help them
survive drought conditions and insect attacks. HIGH PRIORITY.

•

Work with property owners to achieve the County of Nevada’s road standard for
emergency equipment access. Perform annual maintenance in defensible space and
along roads. This standard should also be maintained along driveways. HIGH PRIORITY.

•

Work together, with BLM, and PG&E to create a continuous, shaded fuel break from
Tyler Foote Road to the top of Badger Hill that can be used strategically by firefighters in
wildfires. Work on each property to reduce continuous ladder fuels, reduce surface
fuels, and thin trees so crowns are more open. Tie into Badger Diggings, as a large open
area. Work to open and clear multiple roads along the shaded fuel break so there is safe
fire access and egress. This includes along the main east Sages and Salmon Mine, west
on Sages towards Ayodhya Way, and east to Fandor Road. This project may take several
years. It will occur through the actions listed above and other more widespread work on
BLM and properties outside of the minimum Defensible Space Buffer. Seek grants to
help accomplish.

•

Work with property owners to develop turn-outs to allow emergency responders to
pass residential traffic evacuation during a wildfire event. It is recommended that turnouts be placed approximately 400 feet apart with a hard-packed surface that provides a
line of sight to the roadway ahead. HIGH PRIORITY.

•

Take precautions to ensure that high intensity fire remains at least 100-200 feet away
from homes dependent on home siting and landscape fuel loading. Continue working to
eliminate low intensity fire from coming into contact with structures by creating and
maintaining a “fire free zone” – allowing no fire to burn within a minimum of 10 feet of
homes for maximum fire protection. The Fire Safe Council of Nevada County provides
Defensible Space Advisory Visits to individual properties upon the request of the
resident at no charge. SMES should actively market this service to ensure all residents
understand their role in making the entire community more fire safe. The SMES should
also ask volunteers to attend training to become advisors in the community. HIGH
PRIORITY.

•

Educate and encourage existing and new property owners to manage their property to
reduce the overall fuel loads across the landscape in the community, particularly ladder
fuels. Additional work is needed to provide overall fuels reduction as the current
condition indicates catastrophic crown fire potential. It is noteworthy that several
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residents in this area have accomplished excellent shaded fuel breaks on their property,
but more cohesive treatment would provide a much higher level of protection.
Residents of the SMES Firewise Community should consider working with the Natural
Resource Conservation Service to develop forest health projects for cost share
assistance on larger acreages and submit them together under the Firewise
Communities objectives for cohesive treatment and higher ranking of applications for
assistance (>15 acres.) HIGH PRIORITY.
•

Educate residents on the fire hazard broom species pose in the community. Encourage
individual residents to clear their properties of infestations. Continue working as a
group to remove public right of ways of broom. HIGH PRIORITY.

•

Work together to clear along all portions of Salmon Mine and eastern Sages Road to
ensure safe fire access and evacuation. HIGH PRIORITY.

•

Work with BLM to reduce fuel hazard on parcels adjacent to fire access/evacuation
roads to meet North San Juan Fire District recommendation (75 feet). HIGH PRIORITY.

•

Continue to monitor compliance with existing regulations and work with North San Juan
Fire Protection District and CAL FIRE for enforcement of regulations under PRC4291 and
local ordinances for vegetation management on vacant parcels. These ordinances will
aid in reducing fuels on neighboring properties where they affect the defensible space
within the community. HIGH PRIORITY.

•

Work with Ananda, County, North San Juan Fire Protection District and CAL FIRE to
improve Sages Road to the west and clear fuels so that it can be used for back-up fire
access and egress evacuation.

•

Educate residents about the hazard vegetation poses when it interferes with power
transmission and communication lines. Encourage removal of trees that continue to
interfere with this infrastructure.

•

Educate landowners about the value of wildlife habitat and leaving strategically placed
snags.
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•

Educate the community about family emergency preparedness, including air ambulance
services, evacuation kit, exit routes and the ability to register cell phones for local
emergency notifications.

•

Educate and encourage residents to verify their home address and street signs are
clearly visible to emergency responders. There were instances of vegetation blocking
the clear view of signage, or confusing signage at intersections.

•

Continue to work with undeveloped lot owners to mitigate the vegetation fuel loading
as they impact the entire community.

•

Host an annual education event for residents to keep them informed of actions they
may take to keep the community fire safe and ongoing progress on the Firewise
Community Action Plan.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
By adopting the Firewise Communities/USA® program, working with the Fire Safe Council of
Nevada County and continuing the work the community has already accomplished, residents
can create a balance that will allow them to safely co-exist with wildfire while maintaining the
natural forest setting and quality wildlife habitat the residents desire. Most people have
chosen to live in the Sierra Foothills in part because of the quality of the environment, climate,
wildlife and aesthetic appeal. It is important for the residents to understand the implications of
the choices they are making regarding fire safety. These choices, such as home siting, building
materials selection, landscaping, vegetation management and proper maintenance of the
home, directly relate to the ignitability of their home and surrounding environment during a
wildfire event.
Collaboration with the following entities will greatly leverage the SMES efforts to achieve goals
set to address the hazards identified in this plan:
CAL FIRE, Station 42, Columbia Hill (530) 265-2894
North San Juan Fire Protection District (530) 292-9159
Fire Safe Council of Nevada County, Grass Valley (530) 272-1122
Natural Resources Conservation Service, Grass Valley - (530) 272-3417 x 101
Pacific Gas & Electric – (800) 743-5000
NEXT STEPS
In order to complete the Firewise Community application, the SMES Firewise Committee needs
to accept this community wildfire hazard assessment and develop an action plan to pro-actively
address the issues identified and track progress on the goals set. The action plan will integrate
the following:
•

Annual Firewise Community/USA education day event to be held each year.
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•

Invest a minimum of $24.14 annually per home in the Firewise Communities/USA
program. This work may be done by volunteers (valued at $24.14/hr), Fire Safe Council
chipping services, grant funded or privately paid contractors on priorities set by the
SMES Firewise Committee.

•

Submit an annual report to the Firewise Communities/USA program based on the
activities to accomplish the objectives set in the action plan (such as amount of
hazardous vegetation removed, residents work within their own defensible space,
community projects, etc.) to retain the community Firewise designation.

Please remember that there are many actions your community may take to reduce the effects
of wildfire. Your actions directly impact whether your home will survive a wildfire. In the event
of a wildfire, there will NOT be a fire engine to protect every home in the neighborhood. It is
up to you, not firefighting agencies, to ensure the survivability of your home and community.
Take pro-active measures now to protect your home and community before the fire comes. A
prepared community is a safer community.

WORKING TOGETHER YOU CAN BECOME
FIREWISE!
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